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Just Breathe Susan Wiggs
From the day Cobb and Mary meet kayaking on Maine's Allagash River and fall deeply in love, the two approach life with the same sense of
adventure they use to conquer the river's treacherous rapids. But rivers do not let go so easily...and neither does their love. So when Mary's
life takes the cruelest turn, she vows to face those rough waters on her own terms and asks Cobb to promise, when the time comes, to help
her return to their beloved river for one final journey. Set against the rugged wilderness of Maine, the exotic islands of Indonesia, the
sweeping panoramas of Yellowstone National Park, and the tranquil villages of rural New England, Eternal on the Wateris at once
heartbreaking and uplifting -- a timeless, beautifully rendered story of true love's power.
In this reader-favorite tale, #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs writes with heartwarming delicacy about life’s unexpected
turns, and how family and love can help you find your way home. Lily Robinson and Sean McGuire have nothing in common. She guards her
independent lifestyle with a ferocity that hides a fear of love and the pain it can bring. He’s always been a rolling stone, making his own way.
But with the sudden deaths of a couple close to them both, the two become joined in grief and a knowledge that they must step up and care
for the three orphaned children. With little more than hope and dedication, these five embark on a cross-country road trip filled with the ups
and downs, the joys and frustrations that make up a family. Along the way, Lily and Sean and these troubled children will discover that even
when you’ve lost everything, love still remains. Originally published in 2005. Includes an exclusive excerpt from BETWEEN YOU AND ME by
Susan Wiggs, coming soon from William Morrow!
#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs brings readers home to Avalon, a town nestled on the shores of Willow Lake, in a
heartbreaking and uplifting novel that explores the bonds of family and the perils and rewards of love. Sonnet Romano has the ideal career,
the ideal boyfriend, and has just been offered a prestigious fellowship. But when she learns her mother is unexpectedly expecting in a highrisk pregnancy, she puts everything on hold and heads home to Avalon. Once her mom is out of danger, Sonnet intends to pick up her life
where she left off.But when her mother receives a devastating diagnosis, Sonnet must decide what really matters in life, even if that means
staying in Avalon and taking a job that forces her to work alongside her biggest, and maybe her sweetest, mistake—award-winning filmmaker
Zach Alger. And in a summer of laughter and tears, of old dreams and new possibilities, Sonnet may find the home of her heart. Don’t miss a
novel of sisters, friendship and the lush surroundings of Sonoma County... Susan Wiggs’ The Apple Orchard. New York Times bestselling
author Elin Hilderbrand calls it, “…sweet, crisp and juicy.”
Emily Donovan has moved to Puffin Island to be a stand-in mother for her niece Lizzy. Between desperately safeguarding Lizzy and her
overwhelming fear of the ocean, Emily has lost count of the "just breathe" pep talks she has given herself. And that's before charismatic local
yacht club owner Ryan Cooper kisses her. Ryan knows all about secrets and it's clear to him that Emily is hiding something. So Ryan decides
he's going to help her unwind and enjoy the sparks between them. But can Puffin Island work its magic on Emily and get her to take the
biggest risk of all: putting her heart in someone else's hands?
#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs delivers a riveting story that challenges our deepest-held beliefs... Caught between two
worlds, Caleb Stoltz is bound by a deathbed promise to raise his orphaned niece and nephew in Middle Grove, where life revolves around
family, farm, faith—and long-held suspicions about outsiders. When disaster strikes, Caleb is thrust into an urban environment of high-tech
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medicine and the relentless rush of modern life. Dr. Reese Powell is poised to join the medical dynasty of her wealthy, successful parents.
Bold, assertive, and quick-thinking, she lives for the addictive rush of saving lives. When a shocking accident brings Caleb Stoltz into her life,
Reese is forced to deal with a situation that challenges everything she thinks she knows—and ultimately emboldens her to question her most
powerful beliefs. Then one impulsive act brings about a clash of cultures in a tug-of-war that plays out in a courtroom, challenging the very
nature of justice and reverberating through generations, straining the fragile threads of faith and family.
A gifted but troubled physician, Blue Calhoun runs a thriving practice from his Nob Hill mansion while raising his son after an unthinkable
tragedy. Then one day a fugitive with a gunshot wound appears in Blue's surgery. Though she holds a pistol aimed at his heart, the
desperation in her eyes awakens Blue's compassion. Reluctantly he is drawn to her fragile beauty, her nerves of steel and the mystery
surrounding her. Isabel Fish-Wooten spent most of her life on the run, but everything changes when she forces a stranger to save her life. Yet
her rescue comes with an unexpected price. As Isabel recovers from her wounds, she is touched by this remarkable man and yearns to reach
out to him and his son. From danger-filled back alleys to glittering ballrooms, Isabel and Blue confront the violence and corruption that
threatens their newfound passion. Theirs is an unforgettable quest to discover a rare and special love, and the precious gift of a second
chance at happiness.
Deborah Sinclair is a beautiful, accomplished young heiress with a staggering dowry. But her fortune does her no good when, one horrible
night, Chicago is engulfed in flames. Tom Silver will walk through fire to avenge a terrible injustice—and he may have to. But when he makes
Deborah a pawn in his revenge, the heat of the inferno fades next to the attraction he feels for his captive. And the further he takes her from
everything she's known, the stronger their passion grows, until it threatens to consume them both.
In this reader-favorite tale, #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs captures the heartache of long-held regrets as one young
woman comes to terms with her past…and reveals devastating secrets. As an irresponsible young mother, Jessie Ryder knew she’d never be
able to give her newborn the stable family that her older sister could, and the security her child deserved. So Luz and her husband adopted
little Lila and told her Jessie was but a distant aunt. Sixteen years later, having traveled the world with the winds of remorse at her back,
Jessie is suspending her photojournalism career to return home—even if it means throwing her sister’s world into turmoil. Where life once
seemed filled with boundless opportunity, Jessie is now on a journey to redeem her careless past, bringing with her a terrible burden.
Jessie’s arrival is destined to expose the secrets and lies that barely held her daughter’s adoptive family together to begin with, yet the truth
can do so much more than just hurt. It can bring you home to a new kind of honesty, shedding its light into the deepest corners of the heart.
Originally published in 2003. Includes an exclusive excerpt from BETWEEN YOU AND ME by Susan Wiggs, coming soon from William
Morrow!
"[A] glorious, glittery saga of friendship and loss... I read The Air You Breathe in two nights. (One might say I inhaled it.)." --NPR "Echoes of
Elena Ferrante resound in this sumptuous saga."--O, The Oprah Magazine "Enveloping...Peebles understands the shifting currents of female
friendship, and she writes so vividly about samba that you close the book certain its heroine's voices must exist beyond the page." -People
The story of an intense female friendship fueled by affection, envy and pride--and each woman's fear that she would be nothing without the
other. Some friendships, like romance, have the feeling of fate. Skinny, nine-year-old orphaned Dores is working in the kitchen of a sugar
plantation in 1930s Brazil when in walks a girl who changes everything. Graça, the spoiled daughter of a wealthy sugar baron, is clever, well
fed, pretty, and thrillingly ill behaved. Born to wildly different worlds, Dores and Graça quickly bond over shared mischief, and then, on a
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deeper level, over music. One has a voice like a songbird; the other feels melodies in her soul and composes lyrics to match. Music will
become their shared passion, the source of their partnership and their rivalry, and for each, the only way out of the life to which each was
born. But only one of the two is destined to be a star. Their intimate, volatile bond will determine each of their fortunes--and haunt their
memories. Traveling from Brazil's inland sugar plantations to the rowdy streets of Rio de Janeiro's famous Lapa neighborhood, from Los
Angeles during the Golden Age of Hollywood back to the irresistible drumbeat of home, The Air You Breathe unfurls a moving portrait of a
lifelong friendship--its unparalleled rewards and lasting losses--and considers what we owe to the relationships that shape our lives.
New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs sweeps readers away to Spruce Island with a beloved summer romance. Off the coast of
Washington lies Spruce Island, home to Rainshadow Lodge, the perfect summer retreat. Neither Mitch Rutherford or Rosie Galvez expect to
find romance during their month-long visit to the rambling Victorian getaway. Mitch, an architect, is a workaholic on a deadline, while Rosie's
determined to relax and enjoy the scenery while preparing an environmental report. But despite—or perhaps because?—of their differences,
they find themselves drawn to each other, and their lives are irrevocably changed by their stay at the lodge. Originally published in 1998 in
That Summer Place anthology.
Revisit the captivating tale of timeless summer pleasures by #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs! LAKESIDE COTTAGE If
you trust your heart, you’ll always know who you are.... Each summer, Kate Livingston returns to her family’s lakeside cottage, a place of
simple living and happy times - a place where she now hopes her shy son can blossom. But her quiet life gets a bit more interesting with the
arrival of an intriguing new neighbor, JD Harris. Although she is a confirmed single mother, Kate is soon drawn into the sweetness of a
summer romance and discovers the passion of a lifetime. JD is hardly able to remember who he was before the media frenzy of becoming an
overnight hero back in Washington, D.C....until he escapes to this lovely, remote part of the Northwest. Now Kate Livingston and her son
have rekindled the joy of small pleasures and peace… But how long will his blissful anonymity last before reality comes banging at his door?
Titles originally published in 2005.
Set to inherit half of Bella Vista apple orchard along with a half-sister she's never met, Tess Delaney discovers a world filled with the simple
pleasures of food and family.
"In this intimate debut novel, a woman returns to her small Southern hometown in the wake of her mother's sudden death--only to find the
past upended by stunning family secrets. Lila Bruce Breedlove never quite felt at home in Wesleyan, Georgia, especially after her father's
untimely death when she was a child. Both she and her brother, Henry, fled north after high school, establishing fulfilling lives and
relationships of their own, steeped in art and culture. In contrast, their younger sister, Abigail, opted to remain in Georgia to dote on their
domineering, larger-than-life mother, Geneva. Yet, despite their years-long independence, Lila and Henry both know they've never quite
reckoned with their upbringing. Now, when their elderly mother dies suddenly and strangely in the muscadine arbor behind the family estate,
they must travel back to the town that raised them. But as Lila and Henry uncover more about Geneva's death, shocking truths are revealed
that upend the Bruces' history as they know it, sending the pair on an extraordinary journey to chase a truth that will dramatically alter the
course of their lives. With deep compassion and sharp wit, Pamela Terry brings to life the culture and expectations of a small Southern town
that values appearance over authenticity--and where the struggle to live honestly can lead to devastating consequences"-Claire, hiding from a dangerous past, finds solace in working as a private nurse for the elderly George Bellamy, but when George's grandson,
Ross, returns home from war, Claire struggles against the attraction she feels for him.
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR SUSAN WIGGS INVITES YOU TO AN UNFORGETTABLE CHRISTMAS IN THE
CATSKILLS A single father who yearns to be a family man, Logan O'Donnell is determined to create the perfect Christmas for his son,
Charlie. The entire O'Donnell clan arrives to spend the holidays in Avalon, a postcard-pretty town on the shores of Willow Lake, a place for
the family to reconnect and rediscover the special gifts of the season. One of the guests is a newcomer to Willow Lake—Darcy Fitzgerald.
Sharp-witted, independent and intent on guarding her heart, she's the last person Logan can see himself falling for. And Darcy is convinced
that a relationship is the last thing she needs this Christmas. Yet between the snowy silence of the winter woods and the toasty moments by
a crackling fire, their two lonely hearts collide. The magic of the season brings them each a gift neither ever expected—a love to last a lifetime.
New York Times bestselling author Patti Callahan Henry continues to spellbind readers in this rich and engaging novel of three sisters...their
loves, their rivalries, and the events of one summer that change their lives. In the small seaside town of Palmetto Beach, the Sheffield
sisters—responsible Riley, vivacious Maisy-Rose, and fun-loving Adelee—reunite to save the family's beach-community bookstore. But summer
also marks the return of Mack Logan, whose choice of Maisy over Riley years ago destroyed the special closeness between the sisters...
Now Riley, a single mom, is hiding a shattering secret about their mother. Maisy, a California designer, still blames Riley for ruining her one
true love. And Adalee resents the family's intrusion into her summer plans. All three will be forced to confront the conflicts that tore them apart
and the bounds of love and loyalty that still draw them together...

"Eudora Welty meets Sue Monk Kidd, and they lunch with Fannie Flagg" ~Just Janga reviews “Wholly original, funny and
poignant” ~#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs Every life has signposts. Every traveler has a history.
Sometimes a detour is the only way home. Ex-cocktail waitress and “convenience store professional” Eudora “Pea”
O’Brien is filled with grief and regret, low on cash and all alone. Headed down the hot, dusty back roads of Central
Texas, Pea is convinced she’ll find a sign leading her to the reincarnated soul of the sister who raised her. A sign that
she’s found her place in the world of the living again. At least that’s what the psychic promised. In an unforgettably
funny and poignant journey, Pea collects an unlikely family of strays: a starving kitten, a pregnant teenager and a sexy
con man trying to go straight. She meets fierce martial arts master Glory and grandmotherly cafe owner Lorena, two
sisters who haven’t spoken to each other in years, though they live in the same tiny town. The two become Pea’s
unlikely gurus as she struggles to learn swordplay and the art of perfect fried okra. She’ll have to master both if she’s
going to find what matters most—her own lost soul. “Stunning, powerful and raw. Pea is on a journey to heal herself, and
find herself—and you will want to go with her to find her dear, dead sister—I do.”~New York Times bestselling author Stella
Cameron “A wonderfully engaging story of one woman’s search for self. Jean Brashear tugs on your heartstrings and
won’t let go.”~New York Times bestselling author Julia London “A fabulous read. Riveting. Original. Those characters
grabbed my imagination and didn’t let go.”~New York Times bestselling author Cathy Maxwell "Jean Brashear's
distinctive storytelling voice instantly draws in the reader. She writes with warmth and emotional truth.” ~ #1 NY Times
bestselling author Debbie Macomber
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Appalled by the cruelty of their countrymen, Armando, a restless wanderer with an uncertain heritage, the beautiful
Gabriella, Paloma, child of a Spanish grandee and an Indian wise woman, and Will, a musician, organize and fight back.
Original.
Two unconventional women--Meri Fowler, pregnant, newly married, and discovering the gap between reality and
expectation, and Delia Naughton, wife of a notoriously unfaithful liberal senator--confront the costs and challenges of
love.
Linda Davis's local fabric shop is a place where women gather to share their creations: quilts commemorating important
events in their lives. Wedding quilts, baby quilts, memorial quilts—each is bound tight with dreams, hopes and yearnings.
Now, as her only child readies for college, Linda is torn between excitement for Molly and heartache for herself. Who will
she be when she is no longer needed in her role as mom? What will become of her days? Of her marriage? Mother and
daughter decide to share one last adventure together—a cross-country road trip to move Molly into her dorm. As they
wend their way through the heart of the country, Linda stitches together the scraps that make up Molly's young life. And
in the quilting of each bit of fabric—the hem of a christening gown, a snippet from a Halloween costume—Linda discovers
that the memories of a shared journey can come together in a way that will keep them both warm in the years to come….
#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs sweeps you away with this beloved story of a fairytale holiday
romance… Ace reporter Jack Riley loves his job, or at least he did until Madeleine angston took over as publisher for the
Courier. The perfect blonde ice queen is a daunting presence in the newsroom and an irresistible distraction, despite
Jack's determination to avoid her as often as possible. Even if it means boycotting her fancy Christmas party. Then a
chance encounter with a stranger transforms Jack from a scruffy journalist into a debonair Texan in a tux, and he
suddenly finds himself at the center of Madeleine's attention. As they embark on a fairy-tale evening together, Jack
realizes that Madeleine isn't the woman he thought she was…but unfortunately, she no longer recognizes him in his new
"Prince Charming" attire! Will Madeleine still be able to love the man behind the suit when she discovers who he really
is? Previously published as Cinderfella.
The Lost Springs Ranch for troubled boys is at stake, and it's a man's duty to give back… Bachelor #1 Name: Rob Carter,
36 Occupation: Pathologist, Denver Biggest Achievement: Putting himself through med school on a basketball
scholarship It's so humiliating! Beautician Twyla McCabe's well-meaning customers won her a bachelor at the Lost
Springs Auction to raise money to save the beloved ranch for troubled boys. She'd find a way to wriggle out of the
charitable date, except… It might fool everyone at her dreaded high-school reunion if she arrived with Dr. Rob Carter. Her
gorgeous fiancé.
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Cathy Holton, author of the popular Beach Trip, returns with an intriguing and mysterious tale of dark deeds and family
secrets in a small Southern town. After a personal tragedy, Chicago writer Ava Dabrowski quits her job to spend the
summer in Woodburn, Tennessee, at the invitation of her old college friend Will Fraser and his two great-aunts,
Josephine and Fanny Woodburn. Her charming hosts offer Ava a chance to relax at their idyllic ancestral estate,
Woodburn Hall, while working on her first novel. But Woodburn is anything but quiet: Ancient feuds lurk just beneath its
placid surface, and modern-day rivalries emerge as Ava finds herself caught between the competing attentions of Will
and his black-sheep cousin Jake. Fascinated by the family’s impressive history—their imposing house filled with
treasures, and their mingling with literary lions Fitzgerald, Hemingway, and Faulkner—Ava stumbles onto rumors about
the darker side of the Woodburns’ legacy. Putting aside her planned novel, she turns her creative attentions to the
eccentric and tragic clan, a family with more skeletons (and ghosts) in their closets than anyone could possibly imagine.
As Ava struggles to write the true story of the Woodburns, she finds herself tangled in the tragic history of a mysterious
Southern family whose secrets mirror her own.
Love and family. War and secrets. Betrayal and redemption. #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs returns
with a deeply emotional and atmospheric story that spans oceans and decades, from the present-day Delaware shore to
the battlefields of WWII France. Widowed by an unspeakable tragedy, Camille Palmer has made her peace with the past
and settled into the quiet safety of life with her teenage daughter Julie in a sleepy coastal town. Then the arrival of a
mysterious package breaks open the door to her family’s secret past. In uncovering a hidden history, Camille has no
idea that she’s embarking on an adventure that will utterly transform her. Camille, Julie, and Camille’s father return to
the French town of his youth, sparking unexpected memories — recollections that will lead them back to the dark days of
the Second World War. And it is in the stunning Provençal countryside that they will uncover their family’s surprising
history. While Provence offers answers about the past, it also holds the key to Camille’s future. Along the way, she
meets a former naval officer who stirs a passion deep within her — a feeling that she thought she’d never experience
again. “Susan Wiggs seamlessly melds historical drama with contemporary romance,” raves Mary Kay Andrews. Now,
this hugely popular author has created her biggest, most powerful story yet — a beautiful and heartfelt novel that
celebrates the bonds of family and pays homage to the sacrifices of the past.
New York Times bestselling author Linda Howard captivates readers in the deeply romantic tale of a contemporary
woman who unravels an extraordinary mystery from the past—by living it. A scholar specializing in ancient manuscripts,
Grace St. John never imagined that a cache of old documents she discovered was the missing link to a lost Celtic
treasure. But as soon as she deciphers the legend of the Knights of the Templar -- long fabled to hold the key to
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unlimited power -- Grace becomes the target of a ruthless killer bent on abusing the coveted force. Determined to stop
him, Grace needs the help of a warrior bound by duty to uphold the Templar's secret for all eternity. But to find him -- and
to save herself -- she must go back in time . . . to fourteenth-century Scotland . . . and to Black Niall, a fierce man of dark
fury and raw, unbridled desire. . . .
Is it possible to love someone too much? Always considered the beauty of the family, the youngest Brennan sister,
Sarah, remains deeply in love with her husband of ten years. Boone Walker, a professional baseball player, travels
almost year-round while Sarah stays home and cares for their two children. Her love for her husband is bottomless—so
much so that her sisters say it will end up hurting her. Living apart most of the time makes life difficult, especially since
Sarah often wonders whether Boone is sharing his bed with other women on the road, even though he swears he’s been
true to her since his infidelity three years ago. While she wants to be happy and move forward in her life, Sarah
constantly fears that Boone will break his promise. Now with Boone facing yet another career change, tension rises
between the two, adding more stress to an already turbulent marriage. Emotionally exhausted, Sarah can’t cope with yet
another storm. Now, she must either break free from the past and forgive Boone completely, or leave him behind and
start anew . . .
A saga of Columbus' voyage to the North American continent follows the young Italian as he plans the seemingly
impossible voyage with Queen Isabella of Spain
Texas frontier detective Shiloh Mulvane captures rugged outlaw Justin McCord, who unbeknownst to Shiloh is a spy on a
mission to save the fate of Texas from a corrupt politician, to impress her employer, but the tables turn when Justin holds
her hostage, forcing her into a marriage of convenience. Original.
Sarah Moon tackles life's issues with a sharp wit in her syndicated comic strip, Just Breathe. With both Sarah and her
cartoon heroine undergoing fertility treatments, her fiction often reflects her reality. However, she hadn't scripted her
husband's infidelity. In the wake of her shattered marriage, Sarah flees to the coastal town in California where she grew
up. There, she revisits her troubling past: an emotionally distant father, the loss of her mother and an unexpected
connection with Will Bonner, the high school heartthrob skewered mercilessly in her comics. But he's been through some
changes himself. And just as her heart is about to reawaken, Sarah makes a most startling discovery. She's pregnant.
With her ex's twins. The winds of change have led Sarah to this surprising new beginning. All she can do is just close her
eyes…and breathe.
When cartoonist Sarah Moon is faced with her cancer survivor husband's infidelity, she returns home to California, where
she discovers that unexpected change and an old flame can be like a breath of fresh air for both her body and soul.
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www.SusanWiggs.com WHO WAS SHE? In Regency London, a woman escapes from a burning warehouse only to
realize she doesn't know her own identity. Although the locket around her neck bears the name Miranda, she has no
recollection of her past. Nor does she know why two very different men want her—the devilishly handsome Scotsman Ian
MacVane, and Lord Lucas Chesney, the nobleman who claims to be her betrothed. In a race against time to discover
who she is and which man she can trust, Miranda embarks on a soul-stirring journey that takes her from the dazzling
salons of London to the craggy Highlands of Scotland. All of her beliefs—about herself, her world and the nature of
love—are tested to their limits as she seeks the truth about her past and finds an unexpected passion that ignites the
hidden fires within….
“Lori Wilde has created a rich and wonderful story about the charm of small town life combined with the power and
passion of first love. Delicious!” —New York Times Bestselling author Robyn Carr Come back to Twilight, Texas with
award-winning author Lori Wilde. The First Love Cookie Club is heartwarming contemporary romance fiction, the story of
a famous writer’s return to the hometown she once fled in humiliation—only to discover that the boy she foolishly gave
her heart to those many years ago might just be her Christmas miracle. Fans of Debbie Macomber, Susan Wiggs, Susan
Mallery, and Sherryl Woods will delight over The First Love Cookie Club, a wonderfully poignant tale of small town
second chances.
What happens when a cartoonist’s life gets turned upside-down? Find out in this contemporary romance by New York
Times bestseller Susan Wiggs! Sarah Moon tackles life’s issues with a sharp wit in her syndicated comic strip, Just
Breathe. With both Sarah and her cartoon heroine undergoing fertility treatments, her fiction often reflects her reality.
However, she hadn’t scripted her husband’s infidelity. In the wake of her shattered marriage, Sarah flees to the coastal
town in California where she grew up. There, she revisits her troubling past: an emotionally distant father, the loss of her
mother and an unexpected connection with Will Bonner, the high school heartthrob skewered mercilessly in her comics.
But he’s been through some changes himself. And just as her heart is about to reawaken, Sarah makes a most startling
discovery. She’s pregnant. With her ex’s twins. The winds of change have led Sarah to this surprising new beginning.
All she can do is just close her eyes…and breathe. Originally published in 2008
changes lead to fresh starts and new connections in these two emotional tales The Goodbye Quilt—Susan Wiggs Linda
Davis is driving her daughter, Molly, across the country to start college. As her only child readies for this big change,
Linda is torn between excitement for Molly and heartache for herself. Who will she be when she is no longer needed in
her role as mom? On the trip, Linda pieces together the scraps that make up Molly’s young life—the hem of a christening
gown, a snippet from a costume. In the stitching of each bit of fabric, Linda discovers that the memories of a shared
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journey can come together in a way that will keep them both warm in the years to come. First Time in Forever—Sarah
Morgan It’s been a summer of firsts for Emily Donovan. New to Puffin Island, and newly a parent to her niece, Lizzy, she
finds her life virtually unrecognizable. Between safeguarding Lizzy, keeping their secrets, and her own overwhelming fear
of the ocean—which surrounds her!—Emily has lost count of the number of “just breathe” pep talks she’s given herself.
And that’s before charismatic local yacht club owner Ryan Cooper kisses her… Can the island work its magic and get
Emily to take the biggest leap of trust of all—putting her heart in someone else’s hands?
New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts weaves scandal, celebrity secrets, and murder into an explosive novel
of Hollywood almost too wicked not to be true: the story of a legendary actress who knows too much—and the woman
she’s chosen to reveal it all. . . . Eve Benedict is the kind of subject who could make any biographer’s career. Last of the
movie goddesses, she has two Oscars, four ex-husbands, and a legion of lovers, both famous and infamous. Now she is
ready to write a tell-all memoir that has even Hollywood’s richest and most powerful worried. Julia Summers never
dreamed of being chosen to tell Eve’s story. But even if it means transplanting herself and her ten-year-old son from
their quiet life in Connecticut to the withering limelight of Beverly Hills, it’s an opportunity too great to pass up. But Julia
never imagined how far someone would go to keep Eve Benedict’s book from being published . . . until she discovers
just how dark Eve’s secrets are. And the one man Julia hopes she can trust—Eve’s stepson, Paul Winthrop—may have
the most to gain if his stepmother’s story is never told . . . and if Julia’s life ends before she can write a word of the truth.
“Roberts does a beautiful job weaving together the movie star’s tittilating tales and the love story that develops.”—USA
Today
Annie Rush knows how lucky she is. The producer of a popular television cooking show, she loves her handsome
husband and the beautiful Los Angeles home they share. And now, she's pregnant with their first child. But in an instant,
her life is shattered. And when Annie awakes from a yearlong coma, she discovers that time isn't the only thing she's lost.
Grieving and wounded, Annie retreats to her old family home in Switchback, Vermont, a maple farm generations old.
There, surrounded by her free-spirited brother, their divorced mother, and four young nieces and nephews, Annie slowly
emerges into a world she left behind years ago: the town where she grew up, the people she knew before, the highschool boyfriend turned judge. And with the discovery of a cookbook her grandmother wrote in the distant past, Annie
unearths an age-old mystery that might prove the salvation of the family farm.
The goodbye quilt: As her only child Molly readies for college, local fabric shop owner Linda Davis shares one last
adventure with her daughter--a cross-country road trip to move Molly into her dorm. As they make their way through the
heart of the country, Linda pieces together the scraps that make up Molly's young life.
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With the compassion of Jodi Picoult and the medical realism of Atul Gawande, real-life anesthesiologist Carol Cassella’s
riveting national bestseller seamlessly melds compelling women’s fiction and medical drama to create an “involving
debut that’s just what the doctor ordered” (People). Dr. Marie Heaton is an anesthesiologist at the height of her
profession. She has worked, lived, and breathed her career since medical school, and she now practices at a top Seattle
hospital. Marie has carefully constructed and constricted her life according to empirical truths, to the science and art of
medicine. But when her tried-and-true formula suddenly deserts her during a routine surgery, she must explain the
nightmarish operating room disaster and face the resulting malpractice suit. Marie’s best friend, colleague, and former
lover, Dr. Joe Hillary, becomes her closest confidante as she twists through depositions, accusations and a remorseful
preoccupation with the mother of the patient in question. As she struggles to salvage her career and reputation, Marie
must face hard truths about the path she’s chosen, the bridges she’s burned, and the colleagues and superiors she’s
mistaken for friends. A quieter crisis is simultaneously unfolding within Marie’s family. Her aging father is losing his sight
and approaching an awkward dependency on Marie and her sister, Lori. But Lori has taken a more traditional path than
Marie and is busy raising a family. Although Marie has been estranged from her Texas roots for decades, the ultimate
responsibility for their father’s care is falling on her. As her carefully structured life begins to collapse, Marie confronts
questions of love and betrayal, family bonds and the price of her own choices. Set against the natural splendor of Seattle,
and inside the closed vaults of hospital operating rooms, Oxygen climaxes in a final twist that is as heartrending as it is
redeeming.
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